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Too much product applied near the root area
 Parting or Slice size
 Texture or consistency of your powder lightener product
 Sliding Foils

Your initial color application on the foil can start 1 inch below the root area. Once
saturated the hair below this mark, pick up color product in small amount with the
corner of the brush, and blend up to the top of the foil.
Take a thinner parting or slice. Make sure you can see the lines in your finger joints
through the hair. This will help with the control of the foil.
Mix a thicker consistency. Powder lighteners can be mixed 1:2 or for a thicker

We all have found OUR way to place foils and foiling techniques. The technique and
approach must feel comfortable. 

We will visit foil mishaps - why they happen and how to prevent them. 
  
COMMON FOIL MISHAPS
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Mixing with a spatula or brush – the thickest consistency; great for close to the
scalp foil work
Mixing with a whisk – a medium whipped consistency; excellent for saturating long
hair 
Mixing with UNIMIX (a hair color mixer) – a creamy consistency; our perfect for
backcombing techniques or thick heavy weaves.

 Application is not saturated enough

 Takes thinner partings or slices
Use a lightener that is not overly runny, but easy to saturate. 
Mix LIFT Powder Lightener with a whisk for a whipped texture that glides through
the hair.
Saturation - Ensure you fully saturate the area with color products. Roll your color
brush back and forth to ensure saturation.

 Powder Lightener may be too thick

 When applying LIFT Powder Lightener to your backcombed section, the consistency of
the product should be creamy and easy to press through the thick parting or slice. 

Mix powder lightener in a 1:2 ratio
Apply your product with your brush horizontally to the hair
Flip your Color Space™ brush vertically and roll the powder lightener back and
forth pushing the product into the hair. We call this a rolling technique. 

Cont'd
      With Color Space™ LIFT Powder Lighteners, we have three textures you can
       choose from depending on what technique you are doing. 

       How we mix the powder, in increments, into the developer matters as well.
       Mix the powder lightener gradually into the developer to help with all
       intended ingredients to be activated.
  4. After the lightener is thoroughly saturated through the hair, fold foil up. Fold
      one side and create a lock by placing the foil in the palm of your hand with
      the teeth of the pintail comb, gently press the teeth on the edge of the fold
      and press down. This technique ensures the foil will not slip.  
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 Client’s hair has a mineral build up
 Product is not mixed thoroughly
 Heat 

 Have clients do a clarifying treatment / shampoo before they come into the salon. 
 There are intended ingredients that need to be thoroughly mixed for the powder
lighteners to be activated. These are called Persulfates. These ingredients are what
gives us the lift and can be very active. If they are not mixed in the bowl long enough to
be activated, they will activate in the foil during the processing time. This activity can
cause your foils to look like Jiffy Pop!

Mix your powder lightener gradually into your ACTIVATE Developer. When your
product develops a shine or sheen to it without a grainy finish, you know it is
thoroughly activated. 

 Keep the air flow in your salon at a comfortable temperature. Not too hot or too cold.
When you fold the foil up after color application, make sure you don’t press and crease
the bottom edge. If you know your client’s temperature tends to be on the warmer
side, Try folding the foil up once and lock only one side to help air get inside the foil. 

Cont'd
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